1) an 'obvious' self-adjoint limit 'obvious': not at all or not unique. A self-adjoint op cannot have an EP on the real line.
2) the dense population of EPs could forbid analytic connectedness; for finite N, all levels are analytically connected. A dense set of singularities on a line/curve constitutes a natural boundary of analytic domain
Once more a look at the spectra:
and 'enumerate' the lower part of the levels 2E k /N= ε(x) by the 'continuous' label 0<x<1
We take cuts for various
A closer look at the derivatives reveals the special role of the transition point:
The red line at ε = -1 separates the normal (above) from the deformed (below) phase. Note again the λ-independence of the transition: it is always at ε = -1.
When the spectrum passes through the red line it shows -for N infinity -a point of inflection with a vanishing derivative while the second derivative is infinity, it is a singularity. For the energy at ε = -1 as well as for the state vector we do understand the independence of λ Note: this implies an optimal localisation for this special state.
